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Before she was a glamorous actress, before she was a war-time pin-up star, even before she was Carole
Landis, she was Frances Lillian Ridste, an insecure young girl from Wisconsin. She was strikingly beautiful,
talented, and on her way to becoming a movie star, yet she spent her entire life searching for love. Though
she appeared in more than 60 films during her short career, Landis was better known for her extraordinary
beauty and many romantic relationships than for her acting or comedic timing. Like many starlets of the
time, Landis worked her way up from uncredited bit parts (and according to rumors, from the casting couch)
to leading roles in such films as Topper Returns (1940) and My Gal Sal (1942) over the course of her 11-
year career. She spent more time visiting troops during World War II--traveling hundreds of thousands of
miles and coming near death twice--than any other Hollywood star. Despite her seemingly glamorous and
carefree life, Landis was unable to build a lasting relationship, a fact that contributed to her suicide at 29.
This work examines Landis's life and career in Hollywood, focusing on how her movie career affected her
short, unhappy life.
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From reader reviews:

Paul Flynn:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people
in the world, the actual best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person
has different personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Carole Landis. All type of
book is it possible to see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Joanne Hall:

This Carole Landis book is not really ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit
you obtain by reading this book is usually information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get facts
which is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Carole Landis without
we understand teach the one who studying it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't end up
being worry Carole Landis can bring once you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' become full
because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Carole Landis having fine
arrangement in word in addition to layout, so you will not feel uninterested in reading.

Nancy Garcia:

The guide untitled Carole Landis is the book that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of the
e-book content that will be shown to an individual. The language that author use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, hence the
information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of Carole
Landis from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Shirley Morales:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get
great deal of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , whenever we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not only a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do you have
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do
you try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, often the book you
have read will be Carole Landis.
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